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Research done  

 
 The effect of using mind maps according to feedback verbal and written in learning some basic skills 

for players The Specialized School of Tennis. 
 

 The effect of directed external feedback on the development of two-stroke accuracy 
The front and back tennis floors of the Shooting Sports Club team  .For ages (14-16) years ر

 
 The effect of some skill exercises and offensive planning in learning to build 

Attacking and developing soccer scoring skills. 
 

 A training curriculum for cognition (sense - kinesthetic) and its impact on developing the level of 
Performance of the transmitter reception and blocking wall skills in volleyball. 

 
 The effect of using video display (slow and normal) in improving The accuracy of the forehand and 

backhand kicks in tennis for players hunting sports club. 
 

 My fixed and variable style effect using balls   ( Adidas Smart Ball) improves the accuracy of free kick 
scoring football live. 

 
 The effect of external feedback using (Wilson x) balls In improving the shooting accuracy of basketball 

jumping. 
 

 The effect of special exercises using the device (Rebound Net) in Developing the accuracy of 
performing the skill of striking Qatari volleyball. 

 
 The effect of special exercises with resistance and aids in developing The skills of the blocking wall 

and the accuracy of the straight ace of the national team players Diyala University volleyball. 
 

 The use of plyometric exercises to develop the explosive power of the arms and the two legs and their 
impact on the accuracy of the crushing confrontation. 

 
 



Authored books 
 

 Sports Training Basics. 
 Motor learning (basics and concepts). 
 ITF Law. 
 Tennis rules. 
 Sports psychology (basics and concepts). 
 Principles of sports psychology. 

 
 

International Conferences 
 

Algeria 
 The effect of some skill exercises and offensive planning 

In learning to build the attack and develop the skill of scoring 
Football. 
 
 Iraq 

 The effect of using video playback (slow and normal) 
Improving the accuracy of the forehand groundstrokes 
And the background of tennis for the players of the Shooting Sports Club. 
 
 Iraq 

 The use of plyometric exercises to develop 
The explosive power of the arms and legs and its effect on 
Accuracy of smashing counterattack. 
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